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body mechanics

orthopedic assessment
of the sacroiliac joint
Low back pain is probably one of the most common problems you see as a
massage therapist. Before an effective and appropriate plan of care can be
determined, it’s necessary to assess the cause of the client’s pain.
One of the most common causes of low back pain—perhaps the most
common cause—is irritation of and/or injury to the sacroiliac joint (SIJ).
The SIJ is one of the most important joints in the human body, but also
one of the most controversial and least understood, with authorities often
disagreeing on its function and role in low back pain.

For more information on the
powerhouse, see the “Body
Mechanics” column “How
Pilates can Benefit Your Body
Mechanics” in the Summer 2007
issue of mtj.
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The SIJ
There are two SIJs, paired left and right. As the name implies, each SIJ is
located between the sacrum and the iliac portion of the pelvic bone on that
side of the body (Figure 1). Therefore, the SIJs are located at the heart of the
core of the body, also known as the powerhouse.
The SIJs are unusual in that they begin as synovial joints, but gradually tranisition into fibrous joints with the physical stresses placed upon
them as we age, causing the deposit of fibrous fascial tissue within the joint
cavity. These physical forces come from both above and below (Figure 2).
From above, all of the weight of the trunk, neck, head and upper extremi-
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Figure 1. There are two sacroiliac joints (SIJs).

Figure 2. The sacroiliac joints are subjected

Each one is located between the sacrum and
the ilium of the pelvic bone on that side of the
body.

to physical stress forces from above and
below.
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ties is transferred through the spine
and borne through the SIJs. From
below, each footfall when we walk,
run or jump is transferred into the
SIJ through the lower extremity on
that side of the body.
Thus SIJ function is intimately involved in weight bearing and spinal
function within the axial body, as
well as motion and propulsion of the
body by the lower extremities within the appendicular body. Located
within the pelvic girdle, the SIJs are
the key transition joints between
the axial body/spine and the lower
extremities. With these multiple
and varied stresses placed upon the
SIJs, it’s no wonder they are so often
overly stressed and injured.
Stabilization
Another peculiarity of the SIJ is its
lack of stabilizing musculature. As
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a rule, one of the major stabilizing factors of a joint is the musculature
that crosses it, attaching from one bone of the joint to the other. However, in the case of the SIJ, no musculature attaches directly from the
sacrum to the ilium; the piriformis and gluteus maximus do attach from
the sacrum to the femur, thereby crossing the SIJ, but their stabilization
influence is lessened by their additional role at the hip joint. To compensate, the SIJ is copiously endowed with ligaments, both anteriorly and
posteriorly.
Injury
Because of this lack of stabilizing musculature and its reliance on fibrous
ligamentous tissue, injury to the SIJ often causes a stretching and/or tearing
of ligament—in other words, a sprain. Unfortunately, a sprain usually creates a chronic, hypermobile joint dysfunction that is unstable and can be
difficult to resolve.
If the physical stress to the joint is less in degree and does not cause an
actual stretching or tearing of the ligamenture, the joint may simply be
irritated and inflamed. If the musculature linked to the SIJ tightens and/
or the fascial tension of its ligaments increases, then a hypomobile joint
dysfunction can occur. Accurate assessment of SIJ pain and dysfunction
requires a familiarity with its typical clinical presentation pattern of signs
and symptoms, as well as knowledge of hands-on orthopedic assessment
tests.
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